Dear Jade Class,
I hope you are all enjoying your time at home and getting used to a very different way of learning. It does feel very
strange being at home and I miss seeing all of your happy smiley faces each morning. I have been going for a daily
walk around the village and went for a longer walk at the weekend. I am also in the process of doing a 1000 piece
jigsaw puzzle which has a picture of most of the Disney characters. I’m working on my garden too and hoping for
some warmer weather over the Easter holidays so I can enjoy sitting outside.
I thought you might like to see a photo of my cats (Rory and Poppy) taking social distancing very seriously!
Take care and keep sending Tweets, it’s lovely to see what you have been up to.
Mrs Bolton

Dear Jade Class,
Apologies that this week’s letter is slightly delayed; I have obviously been keeping myself far too busy making pizzas,
folding origami elephants, trying to help control two crazy dogs and responding to the numerous TT Rockstar
challenges you keep sending me!
I hope you are all well and managing to keep yourselves equally as busy. It has been lovely to see a couple more
faces appear on the twitter page and as always it is very interesting to keep up to date with what you are all doing.
I have a couple of shout outs this week for TT Rockstars and Spelling Shed Superstars. A big WELL DONE is also
needed for your hard work in competing against the other Year 3 classes and congratulations for scoring more points
than Coral Class! Next time, we need to work even harder to beat Amber Class but it was a fairly close fight.
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TT Rockstars
Accuracy
Fraser C
Joseph H
Jack W

Rayhan H
Fraser C
Henry S

TT Rockstars
Correct Answers
Tosan O
Edward W
Callum D

TT Rockstars
Studio Speed
Tosan O
Edward W
Jack W

Spelling Shed
Harriet M
Jack W
Thomas
W

Most Improved
Edward W
Tosan O
Jack W

You haven’t been set any tasks this week but again still continue to look out for the people around you, maybe learn
something new and continue to stay as active as possible.
Speak to you all again soon,
Miss Chapman

